Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The email has emerged as one of the reliable and real-time communication mediums using which a huge number of individuals and organizations share their messages and data. According to the *Radicati Group* \[[@CR58]\], the number of overall email users was approximately *2.6 billion* in 2015, and it is estimated to be *2.9 billion* by the end of 2019. With the prolific expansion in the number of email users, phishers exploit the email in different manners to spur the users to reveal their credentials \[[@CR23], [@CR39], [@CR53]\]. As per the anti-phishing working group (APWG) \[[@CR9]\] report on (February 24, 2020), the number of unique phishing emails from the customer was 45,072 in December 2019 and 42,424 in November. Starting in mid-March, 2020, cybercriminals propelled an assortment of COVID-19 themed phishing and malware assaults against workers, healthcare facilities, and the recently jobless.

Phishers send fraudulent emails to the users to gain an individual's credentials \[[@CR41], [@CR78]\]. The fraudulent emails are designed to look like genuine emails with the incorporation of elements such as legitimate brand's logo, ID, signature. This presents the users to effortlessly come into a trust and uncover their credentials \[[@CR2], [@CR49], [@CR71]\]. Phishing is a form of social engineering-based attack that primarily adopts the following techniques \[[@CR4], [@CR17], [@CR38], [@CR46], [@CR57]\] to accomplish their objective:*Luring Emails* Phishers send the email that contains lucrative offers with eye-catching contents. They design their messages in an alluring manner so that the victims effortlessly fall prey to it: for example, winning prizes, lottery, fortunate customer offer, and others.*Urgent Emails* Phishers send the warning email with constrained time to the victims so that phishers can rapidly accomplish their job. As a gvf, the phishing emails live only for a few days. The warning includes contents such as the suspension of the account.*Link to Another Website* Phishers send embedded phishing website links with emails to the users, and the link appears as a genuine site. For example, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$</a>$$\end{document}$, the visible text shows the name of a genuine bank; however, the actual link is redirected to the phishing site. In most cases, users fall prey to phishing on examining the visible text.*Generic Names* Usually, phishers send random emails to millions of victims, and hence, they lack the knowledge of the victim's name. For this reason, they employ the generic name such as Dear customer, and others.However, to alleviate the phishing issue, several anti-phishing techniques have been developed to protect the users \[[@CR18], [@CR62], [@CR70]\]. Two methodologies are fundamentally adopted among them: *link-based approach* and *word list-based approach* \[[@CR8]\]. In a link-based approach, the hyperlinks are examined through blacklist \[[@CR51]\], Google safe browsing \[[@CR27]\], SiteAdvisor \[[@CR63]\], whitelist \[[@CR5], [@CR16], [@CR64]\] and heuristic-based methods \[[@CR24], [@CR67], [@CR73], [@CR75]\] to decide whether the email is a phishing email or legitimate. On the other hand, the words list-based approach examines the frequent keywords. In most instances, phishers employ these keywords to manipulate the victims \[[@CR10], [@CR43], [@CR55]\].

Machine learning approaches have been attempted to detect phishing. They employed several novel features with the end goal to achieve better accuracy. This paper initially experimented with the dataset using WFS where WFS represents without feature selection. As the method collected 41 features from different directions, this method employs all the features together without using any feature selection algorithm. After that, the SFFS was an experiment that is explained in "Feature Ranking Algorithm" section. Although these algorithms provide good accuracy, the major challenge is to select the best features with a minimum time among all the features to optimize detection accuracy. This paper applies the binary search feature selection algorithm, which employs the Pearson correlation algorithm (PCC) to rank the features and binary search to search the best features set with minimum time complexity.

The major objectives of this paper are as listed below:To generate word-based features by analyzing frequently appearing words of email's subjects and contents.To generate link-based features by examining the URL links embedded in an email.To generate the readability-based features using eight well-known readability algorithms and applying them to discriminate the text contents of phishing emails and legitimate emails.To search the optimum features set using Pearson correlation algorithm (PCC) with binary search as well as the sequential forward search algorithm.To verify the best features set by comparing with other feature selection algorithms on the basis of time, accuracy and number of features.To justify the method by comparing the results with the existing approaches.The structure of the paper is as follows: "Related Works" section provides an overview of the background of email phishing detection research. "The Proposed Method" section analyzes the phishing emails and legitimate emails in order to elicit discriminative features for the method. "Experimental Evaluation" section builds the features and depict the experimentation results. "Discussion" section discusses the outcomes of the experimentation. "Conclusion and Future Work" section summarizes the paper and indicates the future directions for this research.

Related Works {#Sec2}
=============

Several studies have been developed to detect phishing emails using different machine learning approaches. Many novel features are introduced to filter phishing emails from legitimate emails. This section discusses various approaches, which were proposed by researchers to mitigate phishing emails.

One of the interesting methods titled *PILFERS* was proposed by Fette et al. \[[@CR24]\] based on ten features to detect phishing emails. They evaluated the accuracy using *random forest* on a set of 860 phishing emails and 6950 legitimate emails and identified over 96.00% of the phishing emails, and error rate was 0.1% of the legitimate emails.

Another study employed hyperlink and structural properties of emails alongside whois information on hyperlinks as profile classes \[[@CR74]\] was also attempted by a study. They employed two classification algorithms *BoosTexter* and *Support Vector Machine* for experimentation. The outcomes demonstrate that profiling should be possible with a significantly high accuracy using hyperlink information.

Another study has been carried out with 16 relevant features including keyword features, which employs six different machine learning methods \[[@CR10]\]. The result of their experiment shows that the biased support vector machine (BSVM) and artificial neural networks offered the equivalent accuracy of 97.99%.

A novel phishing email classifier \[[@CR13]\] that focused on fundamental features, external features, model-based features, and image processing has also been proposed. They proposed a new feature trained by machine learning techniques using the dynamic Markov Chain (DMC) feature and latent class topic model (CLTOM). From the investigations, they discovered that the proposed strategies beat other published methodologies for classifying phishing messages.

Another study by Khonji et al. \[[@CR40]\] has endeavored to develop a robust phishing email classification model by examining several feature subset selection methods, which primarily used beforehand proposed phishing features and classification algorithms. By assessing different feature subset selection strategies, a viable feature subset made of 21 features was picked out of the set of 47 full features. The result of the experiment shows that utilizing the feature subset, RF classifiers accomplished an F1 score of 99.396%.

To detect phishing emails on zero day using a multilayer hybrid strategy was proposed by Chowdhury et al. \[[@CR20]\]. They applied a novel method for pruning the ensemble using ranking-based, clustering-based and optimization-based pruning. The result revealed that multilayer hybrid strategy (MHS) was effective and produced superior outcomes with the F-measure of 0.98%. MHP (multilayer hybrid pruning) performed superior to other pruning methods in two layers of MHS. The outcome illustrated that the accuracy of filtering decreased for the more distant time span.

Text mining-based approach is also an important technique in order to detect phishing emails. Zareapoor et al. \[[@CR76]\] employed three distinct feature selection techniques, namely *Chi-square, InfoGain, and GainRatio*, and five different well-known classifiers, namely Naïve Bayes, random forest, support vector machine, Ripper, and AdaBoost. From the experiment, they discovered that the proposed method requires less preprocessing, less training time and yields good performance.

Distinct structural features from phishing emails are applied to detect phishing emails \[[@CR17]\]. They experimented with these features with a limited corpus of 400 emails using a support vector machine classifier and showed that the proposed approach can distinguish an extensive variety of phishing emails with a minimum performance overhead.

A novel method of using text mining and data mining to detect phishing emails \[[@CR55]\] extracted 23 keywords from a dataset of 2500 phishing and nonphishing emails. Further, they selected 12 keywords using t-statistic-based feature selection and experimented with multiple machine learning classifications with and without feature selection. From the result, they discovered the higher phishing prediction accuracy with fewer numbers of features.

An intelligent classification technique was proposed by Yasin and Abuhasan \[[@CR72]\], which detects phishing emails using knowledge discovery, data mining, and text processing techniques. They utilized the preprocessing phase by applying text stemming and WordNet ontology. The model employed knowledge discovery procedures using five popular classification algorithms and achieved 99.1% accuracy using the random forest algorithm.

One interesting technique was provided by Olivo et al. \[[@CR52]\], which employed 11 relevant features to yield the minimum set of significant features providing reliability, good performance, and flexibility to the phishing detection engine. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed technique optimized the detection engine of the anti-phishing scheme.

Information gain is used to extract hybrid features to detect phishing emails that were proposed by Ma et al. \[[@CR44]\]. The result of their experiments shows the selected features evaluated improved performance as the original features. They tested five machine learning algorithms and compared the performances of each other, and the result shows that the decision tree evaluated the best performance.

A multitier classification model was proposed by Islam and Abawajy \[[@CR37]\] based on a weighting of message content and message header, and the features were selected according to the priority ranking. The results from the experiments showed that the algorithm reduced the FP problems substantially with lower complexity.

The existing anti-phishing models present numerous advanced methods to recognize phishing emails. Researchers continuously operated several features from hyperlinks, keywords to enhance the accuracy of the models. To date, a considerable number of distinctive features are prepared to counter phishing emails. It is commonly accepted that all features are not relevant to the particular task because the attackers continually develop novel features. Hence, one critical issue is to remove irrelevant features.

For the aforementioned issue, some models practiced several feature selection algorithms to lessen the dimension of the features. The primary weakness of these models is the selection of insufficient features for implementing feature selection algorithms which produce a challenge to recognize the performance of the feature selection algorithm. However, many studies undetermined about the time for searching the best feature set.

This paper introduces a model called binary search feature selection (BSFS) for detecting phishing emails using a novel feature selection algorithm, which requires minimum time to ascertain the best feature set. The decision of the best features set is performed using two parameters: better accuracy and a smaller dimension of features. This study combined one more parameter, that is, time.

The Proposed Methods {#Sec3}
====================

Fig. 1Proposed method architecture

The overall architecture of the proposed method is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In this figure, the proposed method preprocessed the subjects, body contents, hyperlink, and readability scores of texts. Subsequently, the method extracts the features from phishing as well as legitimate emails, which is explained in "Features Extraction" section and generates the feature vector space. The extracted features are assigned to the feature ranking algorithm in order to evaluate the rank of the features against the decision attribute as explained in "Feature Ranking Algorithm" section. Finally, the feature search algorithms search the best features set using the machine learning algorithm.

Below, all the features are briefly explained, which are accepted in the feature corpus.

Word Features of Subjects {#Sec4}
-------------------------

The subject of an email is considered to play a significant role in phishing emails \[[@CR32], [@CR69]\], as users perceive the emails through the subject of the emails. In this instance, phishers employ attractive messages in the subject so that users easily come into a conviction on the email. In this manner, the subject is likewise taken into the feature's corpus. Therefore, the frequent keywords are also investigated in this section.

From the dataset (phishing email and legitimate email), 465 phishing emails and 841 legitimate emails are selected, and the proposed method carries out the following steps to extract the keyword:Extracts the subjects from both types of emails: phishing and legitimate.Finds the pattern of the keywords and converts all the keywords into the lower case.Eliminates the stop words from the subject, such as is, an, and others.Extracts the top frequently used keywords from phishing emails using Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_s$$\end{document}$ is the number of emails.Compares the phishing keywords with legitimate emails by searching the frequency of occurrence in legitimate email's subjects.Table 1Keywords frequency of emails subjectKeywordsPhishing emailsLegitimate emailsAccount47.10.0Update18.062.49Security13.980.71Important10.970.12Resent9.460.0Notice9.250.12Verify6.450.0Please6.240.36Verification6.020.0Credit5.380.0Bank5.160.0Online5.160.24

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the 12 keywords\' frequency of the subjects on analyzing the phishing emails as well as legitimate emails and generates the words features for subject. The value for this feature is {0, 1}. If the keyword is present in emails, then the proposed method returns 1 otherwise 0.

Words Features for Contents of Emails {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------

In this section, the proposed method applies similar steps as explained in "Words Features of Subjects" section to analyze the keywords in the contents. However, this section analyzes the contents of emails; therefore, the method eliminates the subjects and header portions from the emails.Table 2Keywords frequency of emails contentKeywordsPhishing emailsLegitimate emailsAccount332.042.62Update219.1470.16Information257.4223.31Transfer190.3257.43Post153.3388.94Credit133.5501.43Priority109.0309.51User400.22374.32Resent302.8146.73Security238.7177.05Status194.1921.05Address139.1412.96Access125.3807.49Time107.5347.09

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the keywords\' frequencies of content of phishing emails and legitimate emails. In this analysis, the method had 14 keywords. However, some keywords were similar to subject's keywords. The data type is used in this feature as {0, 1}; if the keywords are present in emails, then the proposed method returns 1, otherwise 0.

Features from Hyperlinks {#Sec6}
------------------------

Hyperlink of emails is considered as associating a website page using the URL of the page. Individuals or companies employ the hyperlink through several techniques such as an icon, text in their emails. A hyperlink is a combination of two components: the visible text, which is visible to users, and the actual link, which is an actual destination address. For example $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$''> click here </a>$$\end{document}$, the visible text is *click here* and actual link is <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=3D9724456>. The actual link of the hyperlink is a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of Web sites. It has six components, namely: addressing scheme, network location, path, parameters, query, and fragment identifier. The structure of the URL is "scheme://netloc/path;parameters?query\#fragment." From the above example <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=3D9724456>, then the scheme='http', netloc='go.microsoft.com', path='/', params=", query='linkid=3D9724456', fragment=".

The hyperlink is utilized by attackers to manipulate the victims to visit their sites. Phishers insert the hyperlink into the phishing emails that seem like a legitimate link to achieve trust from the users. On clicking the link by the users, it navigates to the phishing page and demands the credentials from users. According to *SecAware*, the 23% of victims open phishing emails and 11% of victims click on attachments.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Many anti-phishing techniques are proposed based on the hyperlink. However, in our research, the proposed method analyzes the novel and existing discriminative features of phishing and legitimate emails from our selected dataset. For this purpose, the proposed method extracts the hyperlinks from phishing emails as well as legitimate emails and investigates the features to classify phishing emails from legitimate emails. The features are listed in the remaining part of this section.*Link in Visible Text* In a legitimate hyperlink, most visible texts provide proper information regarding the actual link and usually, no link is shown in the visible text of the legitimate hyperlink. However, most of the phishers provide a legitimate link in the visible text so that users come to trust in it. From the investigation of both phishing and legitimate hyperlinks, the proposed method informs that phishing emails contain the links in visible texts which are 6.67% in comparison with legitimate emails 3.09%.*Mismatch Link* It has been observed that some legitimate emails also provide a link to the visible text. Therefore, the proposed method explores the mismatch between the actual link and visible texts. The phishing hyperlinks display the visible texts as a genuine link; however, the actual link is connected to a phishing site so that users easily prey fall in phish on looking at the visible text of the hyperlink. With respect to the illustration, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$''>$$\end{document}$<http://paypal.com>\>, the actual link (<http://page.paypal.com>) belonged to phishing URL. However, the visible text (<http://paypal.com>) contains a legitimate URL. This feature is also used in Basnet et al. \[[@CR10]\], Alkhozae and Batarfi \[[@CR7]\], Chen and Guo \[[@CR19]\]The proposed method investigates the similarity between the actual link and visible text on the basis of two components of the URL, namely *addressing scheme* and *network location*. Initially, the proposed method compares the addressing scheme between two links (visible text and actual link); if the two links are identical, then forward the similarity investigation to the network location similarity testing. The proposed method has discovered that the number of hyperlinks present in visible texts for selecting phishing and legitimate emails is 31 (phishing emails) and 26 (legitimate emails).Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows that among 31 hyperlinks in visible texts of phishing emails, only 22 are identical in addressing scheme comparison and one is identical in networking location comparison. However, in legitimate emails, 25 are identical in addressing scheme and 19 are identical in the network location from 26 hyperlinks. This feature is also used in Alkhozae and Batarfi \[[@CR7]\].*IP-Based URL* Internet users identify legitimate sectors through the domain names, as the DNS server provides a unique domain name to every Internet sector. Usually, phishers replicate the page of the legitimate site; however, the domain of the page is unique. For this reason, phishers employ the IP-based URL. Most users unnoticed the URL of the page, and they highly preserve attention on the page contents. In addition, in IP-based URL, phishers are free from DNS server registration. From the investigation, the proposed method observes that the phishing emails contain 20 IP-based domains in comparison with legitimate emails which contain null. As a result, no legitimate emails provide IP based on the hyperlink. This feature is also used in Alkhozae and Batarfi \[[@CR7]\], Basnet et al. \[[@CR10]\], Garera et al. \[[@CR26]\], Basnet et al. \[[@CR11]\], Zhang et al. \[[@CR77]\], Moghimi and Varjani \[[@CR47]\], Sonowal and Kuppusamy \[[@CR65]\].*Length of URL* Length of URL is regarded as an important feature to classify a phishing URL from a legitimate URL. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the length of both legitimate and phishing URLs. From the figure, the method selects the length 54 as discrimination length. This feature is also used in Moghimi and Varjani \[[@CR47]\], Mohammad et al. \[[@CR48]\], Moghimi and Varjani \[[@CR47]\].*Length of Network Location of URL* Network location, lengths are as well as important features to differentiate between phishing URLs and legitimate URLs. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the length of the network location of both legitimate and phishing URLs. In this feature, the method selects the length 16 as the discrimination length. This feature is also used in Garera et al. \[[@CR26]\], Basnet et al. \[[@CR11]\]*Hyphen in Network Location* Most legitimate URLs ignore the hyphen in the domain name. In our investigation, phishing URLs contain the hyphen 4.95% in comparison with legitimate URL having 0.47%. This feature is also used in Basnet et al. \[[@CR10]\], Zhang et al. \[[@CR77]\], Mohammad et al. \[[@CR48]\].*Number of Dots in the URL* Phishing utilizes dots to hide the phishing domain in the URL by adding the legitimate domain. However, the URL is redirected to a phishing page. In this instance, a majority of users notice only the legitimate domain and believe as legitimate URL and fall prey in Phish. In our investigation, the proposed method counts the dots of phishing emails and legitimate emails as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. From the analysis, the method selects three dots for discrimination. This feature is also used in Basnet et al. \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], Zhang et al. \[[@CR77]\], Mohammad et al. \[[@CR48]\], Moghimi and Varjani \[[@CR47]\], He et al. \[[@CR35]\].*Img Tag in Visible Texts* Phishers utilize the icon of the legitimate brands in visible text so that it looks and feels similar to legitimate links; however, in the actual link, they feed the phishing site link. In our investigation, the proposed method has discovered 13 "img" tag in phishing in comparison with legitimate 0. This feature is also used in Alkhozae and Batarfi \[[@CR7]\], Basnet et al. \[[@CR10]\], Zhang et al. \[[@CR77]\].Unsubscribed link: A majority of legitimate emails provide a link to unsubscribe the message which is irrelevant for the users. However, many phishing emails exclude any particular category of an unsubscribed link. The proposed method has observed legitimate emails consist of 35 in comparison with phishing emails which contain null.*Empty Visual Text* From the dataset, it has been observed that the hyperlink has an empty in visible text. This feature is put into the proposed method feature's corpus to classify the phishing from legitimate emails.*Invalid URL in Actual Link* The proposed method analyzes the URL of phishing emails and legitimate emails, and it is observed some href tags\' return URL is invalid to parsing. In this scenario, the method initially analyzes the "http" pattern matching; if it is valid, then it overanalyzes the network location validation. This feature is also used in Pan and Ding \[[@CR54]\], Mohammad et al. \[[@CR48]\], He et al. \[[@CR35]\]Table 3Comparison between the actual link and visible textsComponentsPhishingLegitimateAddressing scheme2225Network location119

Fig. 2Length of phishing emails and legitimate emails Fig. 3Network location length of phishing emails and legitimate emails Fig. 4Number of dots in phishing and legitimate URLs

Features from Readability Algorithms {#Sec7}
------------------------------------

Readability score assists individuals to compute how hard to peruse a piece of texts. Usually, companies or organizations maintain their standard of writing text in emails, and before sending any specific emails to their customers, they analyze the style of the emails so that the customers easily understand the text of the emails.

Readability is one of the important aspects of accessibility \[[@CR60]\], and it plays an important role in phishing emails, as it has different text writing styles \[[@CR1], [@CR22], [@CR34]\]. This section analyzes the phishing emails and legitimate emails by well-known eight readability algorithms as follows:

### Automated Readability Index {#Sec8}

The automatic readability index is used to calculate the readability score on the premise of readability of English text \[[@CR61]\]. The equation of the automatic readability index is shown in Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{ARI} = 4.71\Bigg ( \frac{C}{W} \Bigg ) + 0.5 \Bigg ( \frac{W}{S} \Bigg ) - 21.43 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *C* is the number of letters and numbers, *W* is the number of spaces, and *S* is the number of sentences.

### Coleman Liau Index {#Sec9}

Meri Coleman and T. L. Liau developed the Coleman--Liau index to calculate the readability score \[[@CR21]\]. The equation of the Coleman--Liau index (CLI) is shown in Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{CLI} = 0.0588L-0.296S-15.8 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$L denotes the average number of letters per hundred words and S denotes the average number of sentences per hundred words.

### Flesch--Kincaid Readability Test {#Sec10}

Rudolf Flesch developed the Flesch--Kincaid Readability Test, which is used to indicate how difficult a text in English is to understand \[[@CR25]\]. Two tests are conducted: Flesch--Kincaid Grade Level and Flesch Reading Ease Score.

The equation of the Flesch--Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL) is shown in Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Gunning Fog Index {#Sec11}

Robert Gunning, an American businessman, developed this readability test \[[@CR29]\].

The equation of the Gunning Fog Index is shown in Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### SMOG Index {#Sec12}

G. Harry McLaughlin developed this SMOG index \[[@CR45]\], and SMOG is primarily employed for testing the health messages. The equation of Smog to test readability score is shown in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{SMOG } = 1.0430 \sqrt{\mathrm{TP} \times \frac{30}{\mathrm{TS}}} + 3.1291 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where TP is the total number of polysyllables and TS is the total sentence.Fig. 5Readability scores of phishing emails and legitimate emails using the eight well-known readability algorithms

### LIX Readability Score {#Sec13}

The Swedish scholar Carl--Hugo Björnsson developed this readability test \[[@CR14]\]. The equation of this test is shown in ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{LIX} = \frac{W}{P} + \frac{\mathrm{LW}.100}{W} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *W* is the number of words, *P* is the periods, and LW is the long words containing more than six letters.

### RIX {#Sec14}

The equation of the readability test RIX is shown in ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{RIX} = \frac{{\text {Number of Long word}}}{{\text {Number of Sentence}}} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the readability score of eight well-known readability algorithms. In this figure, the first row from left to right shows an *automatic readability index (ARI), Coleman--Liau index (CLI), Flesch Reading Ease Score (FRES)* and second row *Flesch--Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL), SMOG Index (SMI) and Gunning Fog Index (GFI)* and third row *RIX and LIX*. From Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the method selects 65 for ARI, 36 for FRES, 39 for FKGL, 41 for GFI, 21 for SMI, 33 for CLI, 12 for Lix, and 28 for Rix as a discrimination boundary to distinguish legitimate and phishing.

### Pearson Correlation Algorithm (PCC) {#Sec15}

This paper has employed primarily Pearson correlation algorithm (PCC) to rank the features. It measures the linear correlation between two features \[[@CR12], [@CR36]\]. It assesses three classes of correlation: positive linear correlation is considered as 1, no linear correlation is 0, and negative linear correlation is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-1$$\end{document}$. Several researchers have adopted Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) to determine the relevant features \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\].
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Feature Ranking Algorithm {#Sec16}
-------------------------

The target of using a feature selection algorithm is to minimize the dimension of the features. The proposed method employs the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) to eliminate the irrelevant features from the feature set as explained in "Pearson Correlation Algorithm (PCC)" section. Assume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This method evaluates the rank of all the features using Eq. ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}), and the highest distance manages the high relevance to the particular assignment and forwards the features with rank to the feature selection algorithm which is explained in the "Features Selection" section where the method implements multiple features selection algorithms on the basis of the time complexity, dimensions of features, and others.

Machine Learning Classification {#Sec17}
-------------------------------

Several machine classification techniques are used to classify phishing emails from legitimate emails. The classifiers learn from a set of features, which is called training datasets, and predict the output. In this scenario, the method classifies the emails into phishing and legitimate by learning the features from phishing and legitimate emails \[[@CR3]\]. In this paper, the proposed method employs random forest classifier \[[@CR6], [@CR15]\], which is widely used for phishing email classification and provides a superior accuracy rate. The random forest algorithm is explained as follows:

Random forest builds several decision trees randomly in order to classify a new class. All the trees give votes for that class and choose the classification having the most votes. Assume there is *N* number of the training sets; then, the *N* decision tree is made randomly. *M* is the input variables for testing, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m < M$$\end{document}$ variables are selected randomly from *M*. The best split of these "*m*" is used to split the node.

Experimental Evaluation {#Sec18}
=======================

Data Collection {#Sec19}
---------------

We gathered a dataset of legitimate emails from csmining group \[[@CR28]\] and phishing emails from Jose Nazario's dataset \[[@CR50]\] as shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Table 4DatasetsTotal emailsPhishing emailsLegitimate emails342818241604

Features Extraction {#Sec20}
-------------------

To extract the features for the method, the method employs vector space technique \[[@CR59]\]. The vector space technique utilizes a matrix; each row corresponds to emails $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b \in \{0, 1\}$$\end{document}$, that is, 0 for legitimate level, and 1 for phishing level. In the training dataset, both phishing emails and legitimate emails are collected. The dimension of the features is defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Features Selection {#Sec21}
------------------

This section discusses the features selection algorithms to generate the subset to reduce the number of features and iteration. However, the accuracy would be improved and equal to all features of the feature corpus.

### Sequential Forward Feature Selection (SFFS) {#Sec22}

The sequential forward feature selection algorithm adds to the feature's set one by one the high-rank features from the features corpus \[[@CR42], [@CR56]\], which is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm maintains one threshold value that is the accuracy of the all feature's accuracy (*F*), and initially, the feature set is assigned with empty ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S \leftarrow \emptyset $$\end{document}$); afterward, the algorithm adds the features to the features set ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{Acc}(S+x^+)$$\end{document}$). If the current accuracy (*C*) is above the threshold value, then terminate the flow of the algorithm and return the accuracy with the number of features; otherwise, the algorithm is continuously adding the features to the feature set ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Binary Search Feature Selection (BSFS) {#Sec23}

The sequential forward feature selection (SFFS) algorithm was presented in study (Sonowal and Kuppusamy \[[@CR66]\]). However, the significant issue of the SmiDCA is the acceptance of the sequential forward feature selection algorithm where in every iteration, the features are added to the best feature set one by one. In a situation, the dimension of features is enormous, and then, it expects much time to produce the best feature set.

To handle this issue, this paper introduces a novel algorithm named binary search feature selection (BSFS) algorithm, which explores the best feature set with the least time and better accuracy. The binary search feature selection is inspired by the binary search algorithm which is shown in Algorithm 2. This algorithm initially selects half of the features from the feature's corpus ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_m)$$\end{document}$) where *m* denotes the midpoint that is half of the features; the accuracy is evaluated ( $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C \leftarrow \mathrm{Acc}(S+x^+)$$\end{document}$). If the accuracy is above the threshold value (the method used the same threshold value of sequential forward feature selection algorithm), then the method examines the first half of the midpoint and upgrades the threshold value with current accuracy and in the same way runs the algorithm. If the method is unable to ascertain the better accuracy than the threshold value, then the method investigates the adjacent half by assigning the midpoint with the initial point with the same threshold value.

Performance Metrics {#Sec24}
-------------------

The proposed method employs a set of metrics to measure the performance using machine learning classifications. Assume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{\mathrm{phish}}$$\end{document}$ denotes the number of phishing emails. The four parameters used to compute the metrics are as follows: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{\mathrm{phish} \rightarrow \mathrm{ham}}=\mathrm{FN} $$\end{document}$: number of legitimate emails classified to phishing.

The four performance metrics are shown below:*Accuracy* The overall correctly classified accuracy is shown in Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Result {#Sec25}
-------------------

Once the features are extracted, the method employs the three proposed algorithms, namely without feature selection (WFS), sequential forward feature selection (SFFS), and binary search feature selection (BSFS). The result of the experiment is presented in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The result reveals that the proposed method BSFS offers superior accuracy of 97.41%. Furthermore, the misclassification rate of the proposed method (BSFS) was compared with other methods such as WFS (4.44%) and SFFS (4.37%) where the BSFS required minimum misclassification rate that is 2.59%. Therefore, the feature selection algorithm performs an essential purpose of minimizing the misclassification rate. Further analysis showed that the method uses a minimum number of iterations to determine the best feature set. As a result, the method requires minimum time to detect phishing emails.Table 5Feature selection algorithmsFeature selection algorithmsNumber of featuresNumber of iterationsAccuracyWithout feature selection42195.56Sequential forward feature selection292995.63Binary search feature selection37697.41

Finally, the result of the proposed method is compared with those of the traditional methods as shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. It is found from Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} that the proposed method performs well, producing good results.Table 6Comparison with other methodsMethodsAuthorsAccuracy (%)Obtaining the threat model for email phishingOlivo et al. \[[@CR52]\]94.89Hybrid features detection on phishing emailHamid and Abawajy \[[@CR32]\]96.00Hybrid feature selection approachHamid et al. \[[@CR33]\]94.00Semantic feature selectionVerma and Hossain \[[@CR68]\]95.00Binary search feature selectionOur method97.41

The method computed a precision of 96.24%, a recall of 99.67%, and a *f*1-score of 97.78% of the best feature set. As the precision and recall are inversely proportional to each other, that is, increasing one of them decreases the other one, *F*1-measure is used to evaluate the efficiency of the method. Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows the efficiency of the proposed method as 97.78%.Table 7Efficiency of the proposed modelMethodPrecisionRecall*F*1-scoreAccuracyBinary search feature selection96.2499.6797.7897.41

Discussion {#Sec26}
==========

The paper aims to detect phishing emails using the best feature set that has high accuracy with minimum features. Hence, this paper proposed a method (BSFS) that evaluated better accuracy with minimum features and search time. This section discusses the limitation of all the algorithms on the basis of time complexity, number of features, and accuracy.

The WFS algorithm requires a very less time to ascertain the accuracy of the features; however, the major drawback of the algorithm is accuracy. Comparing the accuracy with other algorithms such as SFFS and BSFS, it has been observed that the other algorithms offered better accuracy, and in addition, the WFS included all the features in their features corpus to evaluate the accuracy. Hence, another issue of this algorithm is feature dimension and this exploration shows that more features are unnecessary to evaluate the optimum solution.

The SFFS evaluated better accuracy than WFS, and one more advantage of this algorithm is the number of features. The SFFS utilized minimum features in comparison with the other algorithms; however, the major limitation of this algorithm is the time complexity. In order to search the best features set, it requires more time because it adds one by one features to the features set and there are a large number of features in the feature space. Therefore, in practice, this is inapplicable to ascertain the optimum solution.

Finally, the proposed algorithm BSFS overcomes these issues as discussed in this section. However, the major limitation of the BSFS is it generates the feature set based on the ranking algorithm; hence, the low-rank feature may evaluate the high accuracy with the combination of other features. The significance exploration of this paper mostly focuses on searching the best feature set with a minimum number of features, time complexity that evaluates the highest accuracy. Therefore, it can be concluded from this exploration is that the BSFS offers the optimum solution to detect the phishing emails with high accuracy and the least number of features.

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec27}
==========================

With the steep increase in the number of phishing emails, many researchers have been developing anti-phishing techniques to reduce the momentum of phishing activities. In this paper, the objective of the proposed method was to ascertain the best features set from the collection of 41 relevant existing features and novel features. This method has employed the features ranking algorithm in order to rank the features and applied it to the features search algorithm to search the best features set. The result of the experiment shows that the BSFS offers the better accuracy (97.41%) than WFS (95.56%) and SFFS (95.63%) and the SFFS algorithm as well provides the better accuracy; however, the time complexity is maximum in comparison with BSFS. From the exploration, it can be concluded that the BSFS is the optimum solution to search for the best feature set with time complexity and minimal features to detect phishing emails.

In the future, more features shall be included and advanced feature selection techniques shall be applied to derive the best feature set.

<https://secaware.co.uk/>.
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